
LC-3 Editor and Simulator Tutorial

This tutorial will guide you through writing and debugging the program in Example 1 of 
Chapter 6 in your textbook (p. 165).  The instructions will be written in binary in this 
example – as they are displayed in the textbook. Therefore, our instructions will be in a 
*.bin file (“bin” for binary).

This tutorial will also guide you through some extra steps needed for your homework.

1.) On an ITaP machine, install the LC-3 software located in Start Menu->Course 
Software->engineering->ece.

2.) Open LC3Edit.exe.

3.) The program on p. 165 starts on address x3200. To ensure that we start on the 
correct address, the first line of the file should be the address in binary (as seen 
below).



4.) We now copy the rest of the program on p. 165 in the subsequent lines as shown.

5.) Save the file as Tutorial.bin

6.) To create a project to be run by the simulator, select Translate->Convert Base 2





7.) The status box at the bottom will report if there are any errors

8.) Close out of LC3Edit.

9.) Open Simulate.exe.



10.)Go to File->Load Program…



11.)Load Tutorial.obj. The display will look as seen below.



12.)The program on p. 165 assumes that the two numbers being multiplied together are 
in R4 and R5. We can manually change the values. To do so for R4, select R4 as 
seen below, and double-click. Change the value to “x000A” (to be consistent with 
the textbook example.

13.)Do the same for R5, but change the value to “x0003”

14.)You can now step through the program using the “Step Over” instruction (Execute-
>Step Over [F10 as a shortcut])



15.)Notice the registry values changing with each time you Step Over. By the time you 
step over to address x3203, the registry values should look as follows.



16.)Notice that there is a loop in this program. We can set a breakpoint at address 
x3203 and only evaluate the state of the program once during each loop. To set a 
breakpoint, we select the address x3203, and go to Simulate->Toggle Breakpoint. 



17.)We now select Execute->Run to run through the instructions through address 
x3203 for each loop. If we continue to run the program until the end (when we 
don’t reach a breakpoint), we notice that R2 has the wrong product (as 10 * 3 = 30 
NOT 40).

18.)As the textbook example says, we need to correct our branching instruction to be 
BRp. To do that we must edit our file in LC3Edit by changing the branching 
instruction 0000 0111 1111 1101 to 0000 0011 1111 1101, and re-convert from base 
2 (see above instructions).



19.)When we re-load the program, reset R4 to 10 and R5 to 3, and we run the program 
to the end, we notice that R2 has the correct value of 30, and the bug has been 
fixed. You have now completed the debugging tutorial. The next instruction is 
useful for your homework.

Manually Setting the Value at an Address – Critical Info for Homework.

20.)If we want to manually set the value at an address (such as needed for the 
homework), we simply select a line and double-click. When the “Set Value” box 
appears, simply change the value.


